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Integrating Faceted Structure into the Search Process


Abstract:
The nature of search requirements is perceived to be changing, fuelled by a growing dissatisfaction with the marginal accuracy and often overwhelming quantity of results from simple keyword matching techniques. Traditional search interfaces fail to acknowledge and utilise the implicit underlying structure present within a typical keyword query. Faceted structure can (and should) perform a significant role in this area – acting as the basis for mediation between searcher and indexer, and guiding query formulation and reformulation by interactively educating the user about the native domain. This paper discusses the possible benefits of applying faceted knowledge organization systems to enhance query structure, query visualisation and the overall query process, drawing on the outcomes of a recently completed research project.


Introduction
The explosive growth of web-based content over the last decade has led to less emphasis on established formal classification and retrieval techniques in favour of statistical and Boolean searching techniques. Statistical information retrieval employs measures of term frequency, proximity and inverse document frequency. The results of such measures can be illusory – as if the actual relevance of the subject matter somehow influenced retrieval, rather than just a measure of statistical probability. Although useful, Boolean operators cater for set inclusion / exclusion and term co-occurrence, they do not adequately capture the contextual semantics of a query, and often yield result sets that are either too large or are totally empty.
	The lack of discernible query structure in typical search interfaces encourages a primitive approach to searching, and the inherent problems of homograph ambiguity remain unresolved. Search interfaces are typically either too simplistic to elicit a sufficiently detailed initial query or they place an unnecessary burden on the searcher to make the structure more explicit by exposing an elaborate array of Boolean operators. The principles and benefits of faceted classification schemes have been well known for many years in library science communities (See Bates 2002, Broughton 2001, also Pollitt 1998, Pollitt 1997), but there has been a more recent revival of interest for such schemes in the context of web site search architecture, possibly motivated to some extent by dissatisfaction with the performance of current techniques.
	Many existing implementations of interfaces for faceted thesauri and other controlled vocabularies have tended to focus their attention on the searching, browsing and navigation of the thesaurus itself, leaving the actual usage of thesaurus terms to other systems. The FACET project (FACET, 2004) was an EPSRC funded collaborative project investigating the potential of faceted thesauri for use in retrieval. One of the later outcomes of the project was a web demonstrator, which is described in more detail in (Binding & Tudhope, 2004). The approach adopted was to integrate the thesaurus tightly within the search interface and the search process, encouraging the user to interactively explore and navigate the indexing domain via hierarchical and expanded thesaurus term displays, in the process of formulating and executing structured queries.

	
The use of structure in query building
Faceted thesauri and classifications are very rich in structure. The intellectual effort involved in compiling them can be readily exploited in searching, and the semantic nature of a query can be expressed more explicitly. Figure 1 illustrates how the entry vocabulary structure of an underlying faceted thesaurus may be employed. The entry vocabulary embodies a network of terms for mediating between free-text user queries and controlled vocabulary indexing. Note the examples in this paper use a now superseded version of the Getty Art & Architecture Thesaurus, and the reader is directed to (Getty, 2004) for the latest version of the thesaurus.

STYLES AND PERIODS 
Styles and Periods
. European
. . Stuart
. . . Restoration (British)

ACTIVITIES 
Processes and Techniques
.  finishing (process)
. . polishing
. . . burnishing (polishing)

MATERIALS
Materials
. materials
. .  plant material
. . . wood
. . . . hardwood
. . . . .  ebony

OBJECTS
Furnishings
. furnishings
. . furniture
. . . case furniture
. . . . chests
. . . . . coffers (furniture)

Figure 2 – hierarchical ancestry for selected preferred terms
An unstructured initial (free-text) query: 
ebony, coffers, restoration, burnished

A search on the AAT entry vocabulary structure locates a number of possible preferred terms, shown here grouped according to their originating facet. The chosen query terms are shown in bold type:

PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
ebony (color)  USE dark gray
ebony (color)  USE dark olive
ebony (color)  USE olive gray

STYLES AND PERIODS
Restoration (Japanese)  USE Meiji
Restoration (British)

ACTIVITIES
restoration (process)
burnished (photography)  USE burnishing 					(photography)
burnished (polished)  USE burnishing (polishing)

MATERIALS
ebony

OBJECTS	
coffers (ceiling components)
coffers (furniture)

Figure 1 – mediating between free text and the controlled vocabulary



Exposing elements of the underlying faceted structure coupled with additional feedback about the scope and usage of each term assists the searcher in formulating a better initial query by disambiguating the query terms before any retrieval, so potentially allows search tools to achieve greater accuracy. Figure 2 illustrates how the hierarchical ancestry can help to disambiguate and confirm the validity of candidate query terms (intermediate guide terms have been omitted for clarity here).


2.1 Use of query focus
A useful technique to minimise false hits in multi-term queries is to vary the amount of influence for query terms, so that the main focus of the query is accorded a greater degree of importance for matching purposes. In the FACET web demonstrator we experimentally sought to take advantage of the underlying thesaurus conceptual structure, to determine the query focus automatically. Faceted systems present the facet (root) terms in order of abstraction i.e. from the most abstract concepts to the most concrete. The sequence is used to govern citation order in pre-coordinated classification schemes, so on this basis we considered that the query term(s) originating from the most concrete facet could become the default overall query focus. The example shown in Figure 1 displays the selected preferred terms arranged in facet order, indicating that coffers (furniture) would become the query focus. In practice this simple use of thesaurus structure proved to be effective in eliminating spurious matches on more peripheral query terms. 


2.2 Query term expansion
STYLES AND PERIODS
Restoration (British), Stuart, Caroline, Jacobean, Queen Anne, William and Mary
ACTIVITIES
burnishing (polishing), ball burnishing, polishing
MATERIALS
ebony, marblewood, kaki, Diospyros melanoxylos, black ebony
OBJECTS
coffers (furniture), trussing coffers, bahuts, armada chests, chests, arks

Figure 3 - applying semantic expansion to query terms
An optional user controlled amount of semantic expansion (Tudhope et al., 2002) could now be applied to the query terms, again employing the underlying structure of the thesaurus. The expansion strategy can be tailored to favour particular relationship types, and has the effect of widening the search to other closely related terms. A simple technique is to include narrower (more specific) thesaurus terms – if a searcher is interested in items made of ebony, then it follows that they would be interested in items made of a specific type of ebony, such as black ebony, or kaki (Japanese ebony). Figure 3 shows the effect of a limited semantic expansion, and illustrates how the resultant query has benefited from the integration and exploitation of faceted structure. Further measures such as individual term weighting may also be applied to assist a query matching algorithm to determine the most relevant content to return, and a suitable ranking order (usually in decreasing order of perceived relevance to the query).



2.3 Query term relationships
The relationships between pairs of query terms are not specified beyond the basic grammatical sequence imposed via facet ordering (adjectival and verbal terms modifying the noun). The reliance on this primitive implied grammar alone does not fully convey the precise role of the terms in the query.	An early FACET project prototype application included a direct manipulation query editor (Figure 4) encompassing elements of the AAT application protocol guidelines relating to the consistent construction of modified descriptor expressions (Petersen, 1994). The editor allowed a set of query terms obtained via a thesaurus lookup to be structured into nested expressions to clarify their interrelationships.


Query terms: card tables, mahogany, cast-iron, legs, Edwardian

The imposed structure clarifies the composition of the query: 

card tables	[OBJECTS] - the overall focus of the query is card tables
. mahogany	[MATERIALS] - the card table is made of mahogany
. Edwardian	[STYLES AND PERIODS] - the card table is from the Edwardian era
. legs		[OBJECTS] - the legs are a component part of the card table
. . cast-iron	[MATERIALS] - the legs are made of cast-iron

The editor took account of facet ordering principles to automatically determine the query focus, and to produce a pre-coordinated expression based on the syntactic structure:	
		“Edwardian mahogany card tables with cast-iron legs”

Figure 4 – operation of the direct manipulation query editor
Based on the structure created, the relationships between distinct pairs of terms are shown in Table 1. In principle these relationships could be guided by a limited facet grammar defining and restricting the allowable relationships to automatically suggest the most appropriate combinations of query terms. The faceted expression editor was not progressed beyond this initial prototype stage as it was felt that pragmatically without some complementary form of pre-coordination in the indexing of the records being searched there would be little benefit in the elicitation of this additional information. However, it may be resurrected as part of a future semantic indexing tool.

Facet
Term
Relationship
Term
Facet
OBJECTS
card tables
MADE_OF
mahogany
MATERIALS
OBJECTS
card tables
FROM_PERIOD
Edwardian
STYLES AND PERIODS
OBJECTS
legs
COMPONENT_OF
card tables
OBJECTS
OBJECTS
legs
MADE_OF
cast-iron
MATERIALS
Table 1 – relationships between query terms


The visualisation of structure
Visual interfaces can assist in eliciting the meaning and nature of the query. The role of an integrated thesaurus is to inform the application and the interface, in turn to inform the user. The presence of faceted structure can be suggested to the user in a number of ways. Bates (2002) suggests the use of form fill in prompt boxes, or some form of system dialogue to assist the searcher to use facets explicitly. During the course of the FACET project we experimented with the visual representation of tacit information to reinforce the user's perception of the faceted query structure. The automatic grouping of query terms into ordered categories and a simple colour coding scheme to indicate the originating facet for terms were both features which proved useful once the convention was understood, particularly with regard to the disambiguation of homograph terms (e.g. ebony as a material, as opposed to ebony as a colour).
	Hierarchical displays model explicit semantic relationships between terms – either superordinate / subordinate taxonomic relationships for classes of concepts, or whole-part relationships, which are particularly relevant to geographical thesauri. Such displays are useful for determining the scope of particular terms, and for distinguishing between similar concepts grouped under a common parent concept. The displays serve to inform the searcher about concepts within the indexing domain, and often allow dynamic navigation of the hierarchical structure. 

<British Renaissance-Baroque styles by reign>
. Tudor			[1485-1603]
. . Elizabethan		[1551-1603]
. Stuart			[1603-1714]
. . Jacobean			[1603-1625]
. . Caroline			[1625-1685]
. . Restoration (British) 	[1660-1688]
. . William and Mary		[1688-1702]
. . Queen Anne		[1702-1714]
. Georgian			[1714-1790]

Figure 5 – a hierarchical display, encompassing a chronological sequence
	There are often additional understated structures present within conventional hierarchical displays of thesaurus terms – these are sequences of homogeneous sibling terms, such as property continua or chronological sequences (Figure 5), which indicate logical progressions other than a simple alphabetically ordered grouping. The presence of these sequences is not always made explicit (apart from the fact that the terms are not listed alphabetically), nevertheless they can prove useful. A searcher could consider that adjacent terms in the sequence have a closer relationship to each other than to other terms within the same immediate group – for example in Figure 5, the term Restoration (British) represents an earlier style period than William and Mary, and is considered to be temporally closer to William and Mary than it is to Queen Anne.

Some contemporary view-based interfaces such as Flamenco (Hearst et al., 2002) utilize the browsing of hierarchical faceted metadata as a Boolean filter flow mechanism to good effect. The elicitation of queries via browsing, coupled with a good level of user feedback eliminates the prospect of empty result sets. Although potentially text heavy, these “non-zero match” systems do provide compelling evidence that interfaces to support the construction of faceted queries need not be overly complex. However, the potential of the underlying structure is not yet fully exploited. Thesaurus-oriented features such as an entry vocabulary and semantic query expansion could further enhance the utility of such systems to mediate the match between user entered free-text terms and the indexed metadata. The optional grouping of results into faceted categories could also be complemented by some method of ranking the results according to a measure of overall relevance. Such interfaces may also be less applicable when searching across multiple distributed collections, where the number of postings is not known in advance.


Conclusions
Visionaries from the library science community laid the foundations of effective information classification and retrieval techniques many decades ago. Faceted knowledge organisation systems such as thesauri can be used to clarify the contextual meaning and scope of particular terms, thus reducing ambiguities. The integration of such structures coupled with visual feedback (e.g. via results ranked by degree of relevance) both serve to inform and support the overall general search process. They interactively educate the searcher about the native domain, and so assist more informed query reformulation as an evolving, interactive process rather than a series of disconnected user events. We emphasise the beneficial role of faceted knowledge organisation systems in all stages of the search process - as a sound theoretical basis for query structure. Significant opportunities and advantages exist for the integration of faceted structure into conventional search systems, but the benefits may not be fully realised without a complementary level of indexing to enable the adoption of more intelligent semantic matching algorithms.
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